


Techinical specifications



Materials:
Muran glass | 24 carat gold | LED lamps
Black | White

Modularity:
OperaLucis 10 | 20   10 | 10   15 | 15   15 | 30 cm
OperaAuris 7,5 | 7,5 cm
on request trims | non-standard form

Thickness:
OperaLucis 12 mm
OperaAuris 9 mm
gluing  3 mm surface coplanar

Weight:
OperaLucis 33 kg/mq
OperaAuris 26 kg/mq 

LED lights:
Strip-plot led | Low supply voltage
Brightness adjustment

Patented technology | Registered design | Supply on project



OperaLucis   

M 10,0 | 10,0 cm   
M 20,0 | 10,0 cm
M 30,0 | 15,0 cm   
M 15,0 | 15,0 cm    

surface



OperaLucis   

M 10,0 | 10,0 cm   
M 20,0 | 10,0 cm

décor



OperaLucis   

M 20,0 | 10,0 cm   

scan



OperaLucis   

M 10,0 | 10,0 cm
M 20,0 | 10,0 cm   

gilding



OperaLucis   

M 20,0 | 10,0 cm   

board



OperaLucis   

M 20,0 | 10,0 cm   

composition





OperaAuris   

M 7,5 | 7,5 cm   

plot woven



OperaAuris   

M 7,5 | 7,5 cm   

plot nature



OperaAuris   

M 7,5 | 7,5 cm   

spatial effect



OperaAuris   

M 7,5 | 7,5 cm   

plot carved



OperaAuris   

M 7,5 | 7,5 cm   

draw



OperaAuris   

M 7,5 | 7,5 cm   

gradient



OperaLucis and OperaAuris are formed of tiles in Murano 
glass and 24 karat gold leaves. These exclusive and pre-
cious materials and the craftsmanship of every single piece 
give a unique artistic value to the finished product.
OperaLucis integrates the technology of LED lights which 
splendidly highlight the characteristic impact of Murano 
glass and the luminosity of the gold leaf.
OperaAuris creates luminescent textures that vibrate under 
the specifically designed lighting.

The precious materials and the exquisite workmanship are 
related to Venice and to the TeamV in which persons with 
different skills, abilities and professional capacities join 
together around the exclusive project of the Opere, created 
and managed by the Venistile brand that guarantees quality 
and exclusiveness.

The Opere Venistile production possesses a material va-
lence that can be touched and details of the materials used 
and workmanship can be admired on close observation.
The specific style and the simple but refined geometry of 
the design permit a vast range of creations on the surface 
of the tiles and make the product perfectly adaptable to a 
specific situation, favoring the formal requirements of the 
overall project.
The scenic effect of the installation permits Opere Venistile 
to be inserted in high level, exclusive interiors with formal 
solutions of outstanding richness and efficiency in space 
usage.

OperaLucis and OperaAuris are Venistile creations
entirely Made in Italy.

Designer: Altiero Desio

www.venistile.it
info@venistile.it
+39 0422 1721580
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